Wiltshire College good practice guide to copyright
The purpose of this guide is to explain good practice in relation to copyright
Please see the “What is copyright” guide for an explanation of copyright

Good practice
The wide variety of e-resources available be they e-books, online journals, web sites etc encourages
everyone to add other people’s work to their own work either as images, music or documents. The
College insists that all students adhere to the following rules to ensure compatibility with the law.
Photocopying.
Under the Copyright Licensing scheme students can make copies for studying purposes. Material to
be copied must be owned by the College and the list of excluded categories must be checked before
any copying is done. Copies of the excluded list are beside every copier in the College.
Only material published in the UK may be used to make digital copies. However the licence permits:
1 chapter of a book ; 1 article from a journal or magazine ; A short story or poem not exceeding 10
pages ; OR 5% of a publication if greater than the above.
Newspaper articles.
The library subscribes to Infotrac online newspapers and online magazines so students can search
the database of UK and international newspaper stories, and articles can be printed out. The
database is available via the library pages on signpost.
Images.
Caution has to be exercised when using images in your work. Always use Google Images with the
copyright filter on. [See advanced Google or ask ILT staff for help].
Media hub has approved images – available via the library online resources, use Vads
www.vads.ac.uk which has 100,000 images available for use in education . The other option is to use
images via Creative Commons sites like Flickr however see below for restrictions on this.

Creative Commons
www.creativecommons.org.uk
Creative commons is a not for profit organisation dedicated to freeing up resources by allowing
creators to decide on a licence that will allow others to use their creations. This site should be used
with caution as there have been some legal disputes. If you find a useful image e.g. on Flickr
www.flickr.com check the copyright licence with care to ensure you understand exactly what you
can do.
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